Guest Procedures
The following procedures are to come into effect from the 14th June 2014.
Military Ranges
Only members will be permitted to shoot at military ranges and until all competitions are completed and
club members have finished any additional shooting they wish to undertake, no guest may use a lane.
Guests may pay for additional lanes at Bulford but they must cover the full cost of this hire and butt detail
for those lanes. All guests must comply with military requirements with regards their permissions to shoot
on military ranges.
Bisley
Shooting guests are not permitted but spectators may attend.
Old Sarum
Guest shooters with shooters certificates (FAC) and members of a bona fide club.
Any member wishing to bring a guest must notify either the chairman or membership secretary at least
three days prior to a range either by phone or email. There is no requirement to complete a guest form.
Guests who do not hold a shooters certificate (FAC) and are not a member of a bona fide club.
Any member who wishes to bring a guest who is not a member of a bona fide club and who does not have a
shooters certificate must complete the quest declaration and send it to the membership secretary 5 days
prior to the range.
Limitation on guest numbers at Old Sarum
The maximum number of permitted guests at any Old Sarum range shall be limited to 3.
Guest target
All visitors who are guests of club members must use the target frame of the sponsoring member and not a
separate target and shooting lane.
This does not apply to guests of the club (ie prospective members) who may have access to a separate
target and shooting lane for use of clubs guns whilst under direct supervision but only if space is available.
The maximum number of ranges that a guest may attend in any 12 month period is 2. Thereafter the guest
should apply for membership if he/she wishes to shoot.

